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This website is used by Mac Tourism SL. (commercial name ville: V Royal). 
The purpose of this website is to provide an overview of the tour operator and the services offered, so that 
the user can get an idea and allow him to book his stay at the villas online. Despite our commitment to ensure 
that all information contained on this site is accurate, we cannot guarantee the completeness and absence of 
errors and we assume no responsibility for any missing or unviewable information. 
How to book a villa: 
The booking confirmation is only effected by a deposit of 30% of the total to pay the following payment 
methods: Credit card, bank transfer, Paypall. For payments with bank transfers a maximum time of three days 
is allowed from the booking to the receipt of the same, in case this does not happen the company will inform 
the customer that it is no longer obliged to guarantee the reservation. 
Credit card guarantee: 
To guarantee your booking at V Royal, the customer must provide details of his credit card. To book, you must 
be a cardholder or a person authorized to use it. Your credit card details are sent directly to V Royal. 
By booking at V Royal, the customer automatically signs an agreement with the company Mac Tourism SL, 
Avda. De la Constitución 35-37, 2nd 28821 Coslada Madrid CIF B88459391. 
The amount due will be charged to your credit card for the amount of 30% confirming the booking and the 
balance will be paid 30 days before check-in. 
This rule does not apply to non-refundable reservations. For this type of booking, the amount to be paid is 
charged to the credit card at the time of booking. The rates indicated on this website are always per whole 
villa per night and include: daily cleaning, wi fi, towel and bed linen change according to the villa rules, 
bathroom vanity sets, slippers, use of electric utilities and water, air conditioning, beach towels (until stock 
lasts and with deposit). 
The rate does not include: breakfast, meals, grocery shopping service, chef service, beach chairs and 
umbrellas. 
We take the responsibility for credit card data very seriously. To encrypt credit card data we use ‘Secure Socket 
Layer (SSL)’ technology, the industry standard. In this way we are able to guarantee the total security of all 
transactions.  

Cancellation:  
We recommend that you read the cancellation policy carefully: 
If you wish to cancel a reservation, the total amount of the reservation will be refunded if the check-in is 60 
days before arrival, for a lower number of 60 days the 30% deposit is not refunded and less than 30 days 
before arrival not the entire amount paid is refunded. Please note that the "arrival day" starts at 0:00 local 
time. In the event that the customer does not show up or asks for a late cancellation, he must pay. 
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Security deposit: 

Upon arrival during check-in and registration you will be asked for a deposit to cover any damage. The deposit 
is the equivalent of 300 euros in cash and in case of minor damages the damage amount will be deducted 
only as well as to cover greater damages the damage refund will be requested. After an inspection of the villa 
to ascertain the good condition of the same and check the accessories available, you will be asked to sign a 
document acknowledging the good condition of the villa and its equipment and to take responsibility for 
covering the damage caused to it. In case of impossibility for the customer to pay the security deposit in cash 
the credit card is requested as a guarantee for the indicated sum. 

Villa rules: 
 
We ask you for your cooperation in complying with the rules for a pleasant cohabitation in the Residence 
of Tararà. 
1. Please do not smoke inside the villa. 
 
 
2. While adoring animals, we cannot admit entry to pets for hygiene reasons. 
 
 
3. If you bring guests to the villa they must be registered in our reception and the villa staff must be 
informed. This rule is fundamental because it is imposed by the managing authorities of the residence. 
The villa's staff is authorized to request identity documents of your guests. 
 
 
4. V Royal is a brand of tour operator Mac Tourism SL, inside the villa it is forbidden to introduce 
personnel for services not authorized by the tour operator. 
 
 
5. It is forbidden to organize parties and unauthorized events. 
 
 
6. The maximum capacity of villa guests is 8 people when the villa is 4 rooms, 6 people when the villa is 3 
rooms, and 4 people when the villa is 2 rooms. The Royal V direction in case of failure to give notice of 
the presence of extra people (not registered at check-in) is authorized to cancel the reservation. 
 
 
7. The Royal V management is authorized to cancel the booking with devolution of the unused nights if 
the good conduct and decorum is not respected. 
 
 
8. In the villa there is no Pos, for payments with credit cards. Please pay extra for cash services. 
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9. Please respect the check-out times. In case of compatibility with other arrivals we will be happy to 
offer the late check-out service upon request not less than 48 hours before departure at an additional 
cost of 150 euros per villa. 
 
 
 
 
10. At check-in we require a security deposit of 300 euros which will be returned upon check-out after 
checking damage to objects and furniture in the villa. We inform you that if an object is broken or 
damaged in the villas available to guests, the total payment of the damage plus a 10% surcharge is 
requested. All the furniture and accessories present are imported. 
 
 
11. It is strictly forbidden to move the arrangement of furniture without the authorization of the staff. It 
is absolutely forbidden to move furniture intended for internal use outside the external parts of the villa. 
 
 
12. Customers are reminded that the cleaning service does not include the washing of dirty dishes left in 
the sink but that the guests must keep the kitchen clean if they cook independently. If chef service is 
required, the dishes will be washed and the kitchen will be taken care of by the service staff. 
 
 
13. The service staff has the right to enter the villas during the stay of your stay, please do not lock the 
rooms but use the specific safes to leave valuables. 
 
 
14. V Royal is not responsible in any form of theft for lack of custody, please use the safety deposit boxes 
or in case of valuables to inform the management. 
 
 
15. The use of swimming pools is allowed for adults over 14 years. Customers are responsible for the 
custody of their children and exempt V Royal from any liability.


